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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this article is to extend some classical results concerning
multipliers of uniform convergence for one-dimensional trigonometric series
to the setting of abstract Fourier expansions in Banach spaces. In fact, the
starting point for the present investigations may be considered to be the
following well-kno.}Vn equivalence assertion.

Let C 2" be the space of 2n-periodic continuous functions I with norm

:= max_""u"" I/(u)l, and let Vc C h be any subset. Setting

j:

I(l) ~ '" /,(k)e ikt
, /,(k) := _1_ r" I(u)e iku du,

2n. "
(Ll )

a classical problem asks for properties that an arbitrary sequence

r := lrd~ _f of complex numbers should satisfy such that I E V always
implies the uniform convergence of the series LJ j Tk/,(k)eikt

, thus
defining an element F E (C2,,)0' Such a factor sequence r is called a
multiplier of uniform (or strong) convergence for V, in notation

rEM(V, (C 2,,)0)' Let

(ChL,:= lfE C 2,,;w(j;6)=F(W(6)),6-.0+f, (1.3)

where w(t) is any modulus of continuity (cf. (3.3)), and

w(j; 6):= sup Ilf(u + h) -- f(u)lic, .
hi" ~ .,

(1.4 )

Among the many contributions devoted to this problem we would like to
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consider the following one, concerned with necessary and sufficient
conditions given in terms of the kernel of r, i.e.,

n

D~(t):= \" r k eikt
.

k~ n

( 1.5)

THEOREM 1.1. Let r E M(Ch , Ch ) (ef Definition 2.2). Then (n -> (0)

w(l/n) r~ ID~(u)1 du = 0(1) ~ r E M((Ch)w' (Ch)o)'
.' -IT

In this final version the result is due to Teljakovskii [361, who in
particular supplied the necessity part of the assertion. This result and many
others as well as their methods of proof, however, were subject to a long
development involving the work of many mathematicians, in connection with
Theorem 1.1 notably that of Tomic [38, 39], Karamata [171, Aljancic [11,
Bojanic [2], Katayama [18], Goes [121, Harsiladse 1141, DeVore 1101; it
was followed by that of Pochuev [291 (for results of a somewhat different
nature cf. [15,31], see also Section 7, and for detailed bibliographical
comments [20 J). Let us observe that these contributions are exclusively
concerned with one-dimensional trigonometric expansions, apart from those
of Aljancic, which deal with an arbitrary orthonormal sequence of functions
in C[a,b]: these are, however, preliminary in comparison with Theorem 1.1.
see Proposition 3.1.

This article aims to discuss multipliers of strong convergence within the
abstract setting of biorthogonal systems in Banach spaces, thus deriving
counterparts of Theorem 1.1 for a fairly general class of orthogonal
expansIOns.

To this end, Section 2 reviews some basic facts concerning multipliers
between Banach spaces which are admissible (or regular) with respect to a
given orthonormal sequence in some Hilbert space. In view of these
concepts-they were already developed in our previous studies (cf. [7, 8, 24,
26,40 I)-it is possible to consider one and the same orthonormal system in
different Banach spaces. Another important feature is that generalized de La
Vallee Poussin (or delayed) means are readily available (cf. Lemma 2.5). In
Section 3 we treat sufficient conditions for multipliers of strong convergence,
thereby slightly generalizing our results given in [241. It may be worthwhile
to mention that a Jackson inequality of type (3.11) plays a role in some of
the assertions. The main aspect, however, is dealt with in Section 4, where
necessary conditions for multipliers of strong convergence are studied on the
basis of a Bernstein inequality of type (4.4). The results of Sections 3 and 4
then immediately lead to the equivalence assertions of Section 5; they also
include corresponding ones for multipliers of uniform bounded ness (cf.
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(3. 13)). In Section 6 we indicate some applications. Here we are by no
means systematic. First we show that Theorem 1.1 as well as counterparts of
DeVore and Pochuev may indeed be regained in a unified way as an
immediate application of Theorem 5.1 (cf. Corollary 6.1, 6.2). Then we
consider multipliers of strong convergence in connection with multivariate
trigonometric and Jacobi expansions. Rather than to formulate various
results explicitly, emphasis is laid upon a careful discussion of the
verification of the assumptions needed for the application of the abstract
results. Finally. Section 7 outlines some further extensions and results.

The use of a Jackson and a Bernstein inequality to treat sufficiency and
necessity. respectively, was already employed by Teljakovskii in his original
treatment of Theorem 1.1. In fact, this procedure may be considered in
connection with the Butzer-Scherer constructive theory of functions which
derives direct approximation theorems from a Jackson-type inequality and
inverse ones from a Bernstein-type inequality (cf. 191 and the literature cited
there). Therefore it was important even for the development of the concept of
admissible Banach spaces that such fundamental inequalities were indeed
available in this general frame (cf. 15,7,8, 13, 40j). Moreover, the proof of
the necessity in the equivalence assertion depends heavily upon the existence
of a regularization process such as the de La Vallee Poussin means. In this
sense the present generalizations were indeed motivated by the fact that
counterparts of such means for regular Banach spaces were already
introduced in our previous studies (cf. [24-26 [: see also 132 [). Teljakovskii's
proof of the necessity then proceeds via the construction of some counterex
ample which in fact may be considered as a suitable modification of the
familiar '"gliding hump method," Treatment of such problems in an abstract
setting as in Section 4 exhibits more clearly its relation to the classical work
of. e.g .. O. Toeplitz, 1911: so results concerning multipliers of strong
convergence may also be understood as '"Toeplitz-type theorems" (for
orthogonal expansions), a nomenclature suggested by Kojima 1191 in his
studies on variants of Schur's theorem. In fact. Section 4 may be looked
upon as a contribution to the question of how to equip the uniform boun
dedness principle with orders. In this connection one may also compare the
present treatment with the corresponding one of Banach-Steinhaus theorems
with orders (cf. [31 and the literature cited there).

2. ADMISSIBLE BANACH SPACES

Let R, IN (JO and IN be the set of all complex, real, integral, non
negative integral, and natural numbers, respectively. For some N E IN the N
fold Cartesean product of l, IP is denoted by R\ R', respectively. Let [a[
be the greatest integer less than or equal to a ~ O.
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Let X, Y be complex Banach spaces, with norm II . Ilx and duall X*. for
example. Then [X, Y] denotes the Banach space of bounded linear operators

of X into Y. In particular, we set [X, Xl := IX].
For an arbitrary Hilbert space H with inner product C, .) let Uk:' k E l\ f

be an orthonormal sequence, thus (~, Ik) = 6jk , j, k E IN, (5jk being
Kronecker's symbol. Instead of IN one may use any other denumerable
index set, for example, lN o or N. Let

fl:=fl(Uk}):= IpEH: p = ~ aJk,akEf l (2.1)
? finite \

be the set of polynomials generated by Uk [, and

fl p := I. PEfl: P = \' aJk,akE([~I kl c"p

(2.2 )

be the subset of polynomials of (radial) degree p, where Ikl 2 := L~ 1 k;.
k E lV.

For the considerations to follow, the pair H, Uk} is assumed to be fixed.
The Banach spaces for which we shall study multipliers of strong
convergence are then constructed via the following procedure.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let Uk; k E 1 v} be an orthonormal sequence in a
Hilbert space H. A Banach space X is called admissible (with respect to the
given orthonormal structure H, Uk!) if

Uk} c X. and fl is dense in X.

ut: k E lS} is total on X.

(2.3 )

(2.4 )

(2.5 )

Here It := It. x E X* denotes the unique, bounded linear extension of that
functional which is generated by Ik via n(p) := (P,fk) on fl c X (cf.
(2.3-2.4)). The sequence un is then said to be total on X, ifItU) = 0 for
all k E IN and some I E X necessarily implies 1= O.

If Y is a further admissible Banach space, each Ik in the same way
generates a functional It = :=It. y E Y*. By construction, both functionals
Itt, It r coincide on the dense set n. thus

(p E II)

so that we may abbreviate the notation and write It.
Let s be the set of all sequences r:= irk; k E INf of complex numbers.
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let X. Y be admissible. A sequence r:= 1rk:
k E is f E s is called a multiplier of type (X. Y) if to each f E X there
corresponds) E Y such that

(2.6)

The set of all multipliers of type (X. Y) is denoted by M(X. Y). Again.
M(X. X) =: M(X).

To each r E M(X. Y) one may associate the multiplier operator T'T E
IX. Yj. given via Pf:= F. The set of all multiplier operators is denoted by
IX. Ylw With the natural vector operations and

Ilrlllf(x.IJ:= sup IIFlil=:IIT'il ll II'
J~ 1 ..•

M(X. Y) becomes a Banach space. isometrically isomorphic to IX. YJIf C

IX. Y]. Note that any multiplier of type (X. X) is bounded. For arbitrary
r := ~rk; k E E sand p > O. let the sequences r(p) := lr(p)k: k E iN} be
defined by

Ikl ~p.
(2.7)

:= O. Ikl >p.

Then the following assertion is an immediate consequence of the definitions.

LEMMA 2.3. Let X. Y be admissible. To each 0 * r E M(X. Y) there
exists an index ko E 7/t, and a constant K = K

T
> 0 such that

0< rlllf(x.n ~Kllr(p)ll\t(x.l) (2.8)

uniformly for p ) I koi·
For arbitrary subsets A eX. BeY of admissible Banach spaces X. Y the

set M(A. B) of multipliers of type (A. B) is as usual defined via restriction.
i.e.. r E M(A, B) if to each f E A there exists) E B such that (2.6) holds
true. This in particular implies that (settheoretically)

(2.9)

for any A 2 C A I C X and B Ie B 2 c Y. For further details involving duals of
admissible spaces as well as continuous spectral measures one may consult
124, 261 and the literature cited there.
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To any element! of an admissible Banach space X one may associate its
(unique) Fourier expansion

! ~ ~ !t(f)!k'
kE,r x

The (radial) partial sums of (2.10) are defined by

(2.10)

Sp!:= Y !t(f)!k
Ikl «p

and the Riesz means of order a ~ 0 by

(fEX, p~O) (2.11 )

(R,a)J:= \' rr,(lkl/p)!t(f)!k'
kE ."'

(2.12)

ra(t):= [(I - t)+ la := (1- t)a,

:=0.

DEFINITION 2.4. An admissible Banach space X is called regular if there
exists some a ~ 0 such that

Ilra(lkl/p)lllflXl ~ Ca , (2.13 )

the constant Ca being independent of p > O.

It is important to note that for regular spaces one may derive convenient
sufficient criteria for, e.g., radial multipliers. For example, if It(t) is a
sufficiently smooth function on 10, (0) such that r k = A(I k I), such a criterion
may be based upon the boundedness of Jgc ta IdA la)(t)!. For the details
including (X, Y)-criteria, however, we refer to 17, 8, 24, 40] and the literature
cited there.

Basic for the present treatment will be the fact that the powerful tool of de
La Vallee Poussin (or delayed) means is still available in regular spaces.
Indeed. with an arbitrarily often differentiable function A satisfying

O~A(t)~ I. A(t) = I.

=0,

O~t~ 1,

t ~ 2.

(generalized) de La Vallee Poussin means of (2.10) are defined by

L p!:= \ ' A(lkl/p)!t(f)!k
kEc:"S

(f EX. p> 0). (2.14)

Let Ep(f; X) denote the best approximation of ! E X by polynomials of
degree p > O. thus
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LEMMA 2.5. For an admissible Banach space X let (2.13) be satisfiedlor
some a;;:' O. Then the means (2.14) possess the properties

(i) LJE II 2p c HnX lor eachlE X,

(ii) Lpp=ploreachpEII".

(iii) Lp/llx~D"nt:"1+1IA(,j"~+2)(t)ldtll/llx. the constant D" being
independent 011 E x. p > O.

(iv) L"f - /!Ix ~ CEp(f; X). the constant C being independent of
IE X. p > O.

Proof Parts (i) and (ii) being obvious. the uniform estimate of (iii)
follows by the multiplier criterion mentioned above. Since II" c X is a finite
dimensional subspace. for any f E X, P > 0 there certainly exists an element
pp(f) E III' of best approximation. i.e ..

(2.15)

so that (iv) follows in view of (ii) and (iii). For further details we refer to
124~261·

Based upon the existence of de La Vallee Poussin means one may
establish:

LEMMA 2.6. Let X. Y be Banach spaces and c > O.

(a) For any TE IX, Yj there exist l=fr.fEX with Ilfllx= I and
d;;:' 0 such that

II T111x.YI = d + II Tflly and d < I;. (2.16 )

(b) If X is regular and Y admissible (with respect to the same
orthonormal structure H. Uk f). then lor each rEs one has the represen
tation

(2.17)

where d" < D. WI' E II 2,,' II wI' :Ix ~ B unilormly lor p > O.

Proof In view of (a), which is obvious, one has for each p > 0

with dp < c. Ilfp Ilx = 1. Now j~ may be replaced by some element of II2p'

Indeed, since r(plfE III' for each/E X (cf. (2.7)). one has with L p given by
(2.14)

Setting wI' := Lpfp. the result follows in view of Lemma 2.5.
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3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS

Let X, Y be admissible Banach spaces and set (cf. (1.2), (2.11))

291

(3.1)

In 124, p. 361 we already generalized those classical results concerned with
sequences transforming the whole space into the subset of elements having
uniformly convergent Fourier series.

PROPOSITION 3.1. For admissible X, Y one has (p ---> (0)

II r(p )IIMrx. Y) = 1""( I) ¢> r E M(X. Yo)'

Therefore we are here mainly interested in the case that

sup Ilr(p)IIMrx.n = 00,
,,>0

(3.2 )

though we do not need to postulate (3.2) explicitly. In this situation the
sequence r can only be expected to transform certain subsets of (sufficiently
smooth) elements of X into Yo' In order to be able to measure smoothness in
the present abstract setting, we have to introduce some further notations.

A function w(t), defined and continuous on [0, (0), is called a modulus of
continuity if

wE C[O, (0) monotonically increasing,

w(t) >° for t > 0,

w(O) = 0,
(3.3 )

It has the familiar properties (cf. [37, p. 96 ff I)

(i) w(st):( (I +s) w(t)

(ii) w(t2)/t2:( 2w(t,)/t]

for any s, t ~ 0,

foranyt2~t, >0.
(3.4 )

As a measure for the rate of convergence we often use functions rp satisfying

rp E qo, 00 1monotonically decreasing, rp( (0) = 0,

rp(P) >° for p > 0, rp(P) :( Drp(2p),

the constant D being independent of p > 0. Let us set

E",:= liE X; E,,(/; X) = 6'(rp(P)),p ---> oo}.

(3.5)

(3.6 )

The order of best approximation is a standard tool to measure smoothness,
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even in the classical one-dimensional trigonometric situation. A more direct
way, however, is provided by the K-functional, defined for fE X, r ~ 0 by

K(X, Z; f. r) := inf (1If- glly + t Iglz)'
gE7

(3.7)

where Z c X is a subspace with seminorm ! . 'z' In many cases of interest it
is equivalent to some modulus of continuity, see Section 6. The K-functional
defines a seminorm on X for each t ~ 0 and satisfies the elementary
properties

K(X, Z;.f. t) ~ Ilflly

~ tlflz

For a modulus of continuity w we set

for any fE X,

for any fE Z.
(3.8)

X'd := U EX; K(X, Z: j; l) = f'7(w(t)), r --+ 0+ i. (3.9)

THEOREM 3.2. Let X be regular and Y admissible (with respect to the
same orthonormal structure H, Ud). If w, rp satisfy (3.3), (3.5), respectively,
then

(i) r E M(X, Y),

(ii) w(rp(p))llr(p)IIHIU) =<;(1) (P --+ 00 )
(3.10)

implies r E M(Ew(Q)' Yo)'

Proof The assertion being trivial for r = 0, let 0 *' r E M(X, Y). Then for
fE E,ol") the assumptions imply by Lemma 2.3 and (2.15) that for p--+ 00

II SpF - F III ~ II Sp T'f - Sp T' pp(f)111 + II T'Pp(f) - T'flll

~ (1Ir(p)llulx.1I + IlrIIJf (x.lI) Ep(f:X)

~ (I + K) Ilr(p)IIHI\'1I w(rp(P)) = 0(1).

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 one has

IISpF - Flir ~Aw(rp(P)) Ilr(p)IIJflx.lI·

This signifies even an order of approximation for the partial sums.
Structural properties of the element f E X as measured in terms of (3.6) or

(3.9) may indeed be connected via an inequality of Jackson-type (A ~ 1)

(g E Z). (3.11 )
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In fact, for any f E X and g E Z c X one then has

and therefore in view of (3.7)

Hence X w c £wl"'l' and an application of Theorem 3.2 delivers

293

(3. 12)

COROLLARY 3.4. If the Jackson-type inequality (3.11) holds true. then
the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 also imply r E M(X",. Yo).

As mentioned in the Introduction, the present approach admits a parallel
treatment of multipliers of uniform boundedness. To formulate the results, let
(cf. (3.1). (3.6), (3.9))

Yh := {IE Y; IISpflly=f"'(I).p---> oof.

£",.0:= {lEX; £p(f;X) = o(rp(p)),p---> rof·

Xo,.o := {I EX; K(X, Z; f, t) = o(w(t)), t ---> 0+ f·

(3.13 )

(3.14 )

(3.15 )

THEOREM 3.5. Let X be regular and Y admissible. If w, rp satisji' (3.3).
(3.5), respective(v. then

(i) rEM(X, Y),

(ii) w(rp(P)) II r(p)IIMlX.Yl = 1"'"'( 1) (P ---> (0)
(3.16 )

COROLLARY 3.6. If the Jackson-type inequality (3.11) holds true. then
the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 also imp(v r E M(X",.o. Yo) c M(X,.,.o' Yh ),

as well as r E M(Xw ' Yh ).

Let us observe that in this section, thus for sufficiency, we actually did not
use the growth condition rp(P) ~ Drp(2p) (cf. (3.5)).

4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS

Let us first consider the case that

(P ---> (0), (4.1 )

where w, rp satisfy (3.3), (3.5). respectively. Here we only mention a rather
simple result.
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PROPOSlTlON 4.1. Let X, Y be admissible. If (4.1) holds true and

(P ---> (0), (4.2)

then r E M(X, Y) always satisfies condition (3.lOii).

Indeed, the assumptions imply (P ---> (0)

(u(<p(P)) II r(p)ILucUI <A 1<p(P) II T'Sp il,uI

<A I II r ILuCI.}) II Sp II,xI <p(P) = v( I).

Though this covers the relevant situation for the one-dimensional
trigonometric system (see Section 6.1), condition (4.2) is rather striking, also
from the point of view of further applications (cf. Sections 6.2-6.3).
Therefore the following considerations practically exclude those moduli of
continuity satisfying the (saturation) condition w(t) =F(t) (see, however.
Remark 4.6. Corollary 4.9).

In fact. the present investigations are mainly concerned with the case that

sup w(<p(P))/<P(P) = 00.
p 0

(4.3)

again for w. q) subject to (3.3), (3.5). respectively. Here we assume a
Bernstein inequality of the type

(4.4 )

where Z with seminorm ! • z is a subspace of an admissible X satisfying
n c Z c: X. and <p is any function subject to (3.5). The necessity is then
shown via the construction of some counterexample. To this end, let us first
establish

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X be regular, and (I). <p be such that (4.3) holds
true. Suppose that the Bernstein-type inequality (4.4) is satisfied. If
jpk; kENo f is a sequence of positive numbers monotonically increasing to
infinity such that

k 1

\. W(<p(P;))/<P(Pi):( W(<P(Pk))/rp(Pk)'
i (I

then the element

(4.5 )

(4.6)

)" '.= \' h, _ k'

k 0

(4.7)

belongs to X,.Jor any wp E 112p with II wp I:x :( B.
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Proof Obviously, (4.5)-(4.6) are meaningful in view of (4.3). By (4.6)

00 OC oc

II 11'll x < ~ Ilhkllx <B ~ W(rp(Pd) <Bw(rp(PO)) \' 2-
k < OC,

k~O k~O k~O

so that 11' as given by (4.7) is well defined as an element of X. Moreover, it is
sufficient to consider t E (0, a), where a> °is such that (cf. (3.3), (3.5))

(0, a) C (0, rp(po)) n jt > 0; w(t) < I}.

Then for each t E (0, a) there exists k E lNo such that

rp(Pk+ 1) <t < rp(Pk)'

It follows that

k 00

K(X, Z; 11', t) < \' K(X, Z; hi' t) + \' K(X, Z; hi' t).
i 0 i~ k 4 ,

Since l1'pEfl2pCZ, one has by (3.5), (3.8), (4.4) that for O<i<k

(4.8)

(4.9)

K(X, Z; hi' t) = w(rp(P;)) K(X, Z; 11'pi ' t)

<W(rp(Pi)) t Iwpi iz <w(rp(P;)) til 11'Pillx/rp(2Pi) (4.10)

<BDtw(rp(Pi))/rp(P;),

whereas for i) k + 1

K(X, Z; hi' t) <W(rp(Pi)) II wpillx <BW(rp(Pi))' (4.11)

Therefore by (4.5-4.6)

K(X, Z; 11', t) <BDtW(rp(Pk))/rp(Pk)
k - 1 j

+ BDt \' W(!fJ(Pi»/rp(P;) + B \' w(rp(P;))
i"='"O ; k·'

J

<2BDtw(rp(Pk))/rp(Pk) + BW(rp(Pkt I)) ~ 2k+ I-I

ic k~ I

Since in view of (3.4ii), (4.9)

W(!fJ(Pk))/qJ(Pk) <2w(t)/t,

W(qJ(Pk+ I)) <w(t),

one finally obtains the estimate

K(X, Z; 11', t) <4BDw(t) + 2Bw(t) = 6'(w(t)).

thus 11' E X w (cf. (3.9)).

(4.12)
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THEOREM 4.3. Let X be regular and Y admissible (with respect to the
same orthonormal structure H, Ud). Let w, rp satislv (4.3), and suppose that
the Bernstein-type inequality (4.4) holds true. Then r E M(X

U
)' Yo)

necessarily implies (3.1 Oii).

Proof Suppose that (3.1 Oii) does not hold. Then there exist Eo > 0 and
some sequence jpo rn : m E i)\, o}, monotonically increasing to infinity, such that
w(rp(POrn» ( I and

(4.13 )

Now the assertion follows if we can construct wE Xu, such that for some

subsequence {Pk: k E Nof C (Porn: m E 1N0f with 2Pk 1 <Pk one has (k -+ 00)

(4.14)

for then wT E Yo would be impossible.
In order to show (4.14) we commence with the representation (2.17) for

I: := col2. In connection with the family {l1'p f used there we now select a
subsequence jpd C {POrn i via the following procedure: Let Po := Poo' and
suppose that Po'"'' Pk-I have already been determined. Then Pk E iPo rn I is
chosen such that (k =1= 0)

(i ) 2p k I <Pk •

k 1

"(ii) w(rp(P;»lrp(P;) (w(rp(Pk»lrp(Pk)'
(4.15 )

(iii) W(CP(Pk» (W(rp(Pk_1 ))/2.

(iv) w(rp(Pd)[lir(Pk l)IIMIUI + Ilr(2Pk l)IIM(x.n! (11k.

Then by Lemma 2.6, Proposition 4.2

f

HI'- " hn.- _ k'

k 0

is well defined as an element of X w' and thus w T E Yo c Y by assumption. It
follows that

wT = ,0 r.j*(hk)j,
I _.1.1 .I

Iii ';;'Pk

+ \' rJl (~hi)h- \' rJi (5:. h;)f;
UI';;'Pk ictk lil,;;,2Pk I ;-·0.

=.,0 r.f*(hk)t.+."o Tf*.( <: h)f. (4.16)
_ !} J, _ }J; _ I .I

I.iI<'Pk UI<.ol.; i--e:k .. l

, . rJi ('.<.-'k h;) j~ =: II + 12+ 11 ,
,II ~2PA I .
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say, where we have used 2.:7:d hi E flZPkl and (4.15i). In view of (2.17) with
G := Go/2 and W(CP(Pk)) ~ lone has (cf. (2.7))

II/Illy = w(cp(Pk))11 ~ rJj(wpJlillt·
Ijl <Pk

= W(CP(Pk)) II rlPk\vpJy

= w(cp(Pk))111 r lPk )Ilrx,YI ~ dpkl

>W(CP(Pk)) II r(Pk)lllHx,y) - w(cp(Pk))eo/2 >eo/2. (4.17)

Illz + lolly = II V w(cp(PJ) \ ' rJj(wp)Jj
i=k+! Ijl <Pk

- \' W(CP(Pi) \' rJi(Wp)Jjllv
i=k Ijl<ZPk.! '

'X~

~ ~ w(cp(PJ) II rlPklwPilly + \~ W(CP(Pi)) II r(ZPk llwpillr
i~k+! ick

x x

~ B Ilr(Pk)IIMix,t'l \ ' w(cp(PJ) + B Ilr(2Pk~ l)IIM(X,n \. W(CP(Pi))
i=k+! ick

~ 2B Ilr(Pk)lll1(x,nW(tp(Pk+I)) + 2B Ilr(2Pk !)III1(x,nw(tp(Pk»)

~ 2BI(k + 1) + 2Blk ~ 4Blk. (4.18)

This establishes (4.14), and hence the assertion of the theorem.
Let us observe that the argument (cf. (4.16)) depends heavil y upon the

fact that

(4.18* )

This may be compared with the treatment of the standard uniform boun·
dedness principle via the gliding hump method (cf. 16, p. 18 j).

COROLLARY 4.4. Let X be regular and Y admissible. Suppose that the
Jackson-type inequality (3.11) and the Bernstein-type inequality (4.4) hold
true for some Z c X and for w, cP subject to (4.3). Then r E M(Ewlc>l' Yo)
necessarily implies (3.lOii).

In fact, the Jackson-type inequality now in addition guarantees X w c EW(<,JI

(cf.(3.12)).
For a parallel treatment of the necessity of (3.16ii) we need

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let X be regular and w, rp be such that (4.3) holds
true. Suppose that the Bernstein-type inequality (4.4) is satisfied. If
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jpk ~ k E iN r is a sequence of positive numbers monotonically increasing to
infinity such that

then the element

k I

\' w(rp(Pi)/i2rp(Pi) ~ w(rp(Pk))/erp(Pk)'
i 1

(4.19)

(4.20)

f

w:= \' h
k

•

k - I

(4.21 )

belongs to X",.o for any W p E n ,p with !I wp 11\ ~ B.

Proof Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 4.2. the counterparts to
(4.10)-(4.11) now read

K(X. Z~ hi' t) ~ Bi 'w(rp(P;» Dt/rp(Pi)'

~ Bi 'W(rp(Pi))

so that one has by (4. 12 )

k 1 j

+ BDt ~ w(rp(Pi»)/i'rp(p;) + B \' w(rp(P;))/i2

iIi k I I

~ 2BDtw(rp(Pk))/k'rp(Pk) + BW(rp(Pkf I») ~ 2k • 1 iii'
i k 1

~ 2Bk '[Dtw(rp(Pd)/rp(Pk) + W(rp(Pk+ I» j

~ 2Bk-'l2D + II w(t).

This implies K(X. Z; w. t) = u(w(t» (cf. (4.9). thus wE X,,,.o'

Remark 4.6. Note that in connection with X w •o condition (4.3) is no
essential restriction. for otherwise one has X,,,.o = {f EX; K(X. Z; J, t) =
o(t) f. a trivial class.

THEOREM 4.7. Let X be regular and Y admissible. Let w. rp satish' (4.3).
and suppose that the Bernstein-type inequality (4.4) holds true. Then
r E M(Xw.o' Yo) or r E M(Xw.o' Yb ) or r E M(Xw' Yb ) necessarily implies
(3.16ii).

Proof We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. If (3.16ii) does not
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hold, then to each bound e there exists a sequence jPk,m; mE IN f.
monotonically increasing to infinity, such that w(qJ(Pk.m)) ,,:;;. 1 and

(k,mEIN). (4.22)

Again the proof follows by constructing some wE X w •o such that for a
subsequence {Pk; k E IN f, monotonically increasing to infinity with
PkE {Pk,m} and 2Pk_1 <Pk' one has (k-> (0)

(4.23 )

for then neither wT E Yo nor wT E Yb would be possible.
In order to verify (4.23) we again start off with Lemma 2.6(b) for e = 1/2

and select a subsequence {pd, monotonically increasing to infinity.
according to the following procedure: Let PI := P\,I' and suppose that
Pl ...·' Pk-I have already been determined. Then choose Pk E {Pk,m f such that
(4.15i, iii, iv) hold true, whereas (ii) is replaced by (4.19). Hence was given
by (4.21) belongs to X,,(,ocX(u' Proceeding via (4.16) we now have (cf.
(4.17))

111 1 111 := k -2W (qJ(Pk)) II '\' rJi(WPk)fll' >

1/1 <"'Pk I

? k- 2w(qJ(Pk)) I! r(Pk)IIM,x,n - w(rp(Pk))/2k 2
,

as well as (4.18); this establishes (4.23), and hence the theorem.

COROLLARY 4.8. Let X be regular and Y admissible. Suppose that the
Jackson-type inequality (3.11) and the Bernstein-type inequality (4.4) hold
true for some ZcX andfor w, qJ subject to (4.3). Then rEM(Eu,lol.O' Yo)
or r E M(Ew(Q),O' Vb) or r E M(EW'<pI' Vb) necessarily implies (3.16ii).

Let us conclude with the observation that in connection with the "!",,"

condition (3.16ii) we actually do not need (4.3) (cf. Remark 4.6). For
example, if one is interested in M(X(U' Vb) for a modulus of continuity
satisfying w(t) = f"'(t), then (4.19) in fact reduces to

(k -> (0),

and the proof of Proposition 4.5 shows that W defined by (4.21) belongs to
Xu, even if w(t) = &(t) (cf. (3.4ii)). Thus, without modifying the proof of
Theorem 4.7, one also obtains

COROLLARY 4.9. Let X be regular, Y admissible, and suppose that (4.4)
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holds true. Then for any w subject to (3.3) the condition rE M(X w ' Yh )

necessarily implies (3.16ii).

As already indicated by these considerations, it is the" v"-case of (3.1 Oii).
thus Theorem 4.3. Corollary 4.4, which is the most interesting one in
connection with multipliers of strong convergence. In fact. based upon
Lemma 2.6, the necessity of the "rt'''-condition (3.16ii) may also be derived
via a suitable application of the classical uniform boundedness principle. In
this note, however, we prefered the parallel treatment via Proposition 4.5.

5. AN EQUIVALENCE THEOREM

Let us collect the results of the previous sections according to the
following equivalence assertion.

THEOREM 5.1. Let X be regular and Y admissible (with respect to the
same orthonormal structure H. Uk f). Suppose that the Jackson-type
inequality (3.11) as well as the Bernstein-type inequality (4.4) hold true for
some Z c X and for w, ({J subject to (4.3) or (4.1-4.2). ~f r E M(X, Y), then
(p ---> ro):

(a) w{rp(p»llr(p)IIMlx.n= ,)(I)=-rEM(EwIQ )' Yo)

=- r E M(X,,,. Yo)'

(b) w(rp(p»llr(p)IIMix.n=f'(I)=-rEM(Eo'iQl.o. Yo)

=- r E M(X,,,.a' Yo) =- r E M(E"JiQ).O' Yh)

=-rEM(X,,,.o, Yh)=-rEM(Ewl ,'" Yh)

=- r E M(X,,,, Yh ).

In connection with the ",,"-case of part (a) we mention that one part.
namely sufficiency, may indeed be formulated so as to yield convergence
assertions with rates (cf. Corollary 3.3). On the other hand, the present
procedure via (4.14) to prove necessity then does not seem to be suitable
enough to regain the correct order of approximation. We also emphasize that
the results of Section 4 do not use the a priori assumption r E M(X, Y), in
contrast to Section 3. Moreover, since we are mainly interested in coun
terparts of the classical equivalence Theorem 1.1, thus in Theorem 5.1 (a), we
have assumed that the subspace Z c X as well as the order ({J are the same in
the basic inequalities (3.11), (4.4). But this is by no means necessary as is
indicated by the separate treatment of the topics of Sections 3 and 4.
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Concerning the "&"-case of part (b), we recall Remark 4.6, Corollary 4.9
and formulate

COROLLARY 5.2. Let X be regular, Y admissible, and suppose that the
inequalities (3.11), (4.4) hold true lor some Z c X and w, qJ subject to (3.3),
(3.5), respectively. If r E M(X, V), then

6. ApPLICATIONS

It is almost obvious that the abstract equivalence Theorem 5.1 admits
immediate applications in connection with various expansions. Here we only
wish to indicate some of them. First, we discuss how to recapture the
classical results. Then we give some new applications to the multivariate
trigonometric system and to Jacobi expansions. In any case, emphasis is laid
upon the verification of the assumptions posed in Theorem 5.1 rather than
upon an explicit formulation of results (for a detailed treatment one may
consult 120 I).

6.1. A Review 01 Classical Results

Let X h be one of the spaces Ch or L~", 1 ~ P < 00, where

1l/llp.h := ( 2
1
n (" I/(u)ii' dU) liP,

:= ess. sup I/(u)l,
UE'

1~ P < 00,

p = 00.

With respect to the orthonormal structure H:= L~", Uk l := je ikU
; k E I.

the spaces X h are admissible and even regular, e.g., with a = I by Fejer's
theorem. Of course, the corresponding functional It is given by the kth
Fourier coefficient I~ (k) ofI (cf. (1.1)). Let

Zh =X~,,:= jgEX2,,; g' E X 2"l

be the Sobolev space (of order I) with Iglz,":= II g'
Jackson inequality

. Then one has the

(6.1 )

and the Bernstein inequality
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thus qJ(p)=p I (cf. [6, pp.97,991). Since K(X2",Zl,r;j,t) is equivalent to
the first order modulus of continuity (cf. [4, p. 192 IT]), the spaces (Xl,r)",
may be characterized via (cf. (1.3)-( 1.4 ))

Classical results ensure the sharp estimates

for X 2" = C 2", Li".

for X2" = Vi". 1 < p < 00.
(6.2)

so that in view of (6.1) condition (4.2) is always satisfied. Therefore an
application of Theorem 5.1 (a) to X= Y = Cl,r immediately regains

Theorem l.l since II r(n )11~f(C2"'Chi = il D~ Ii 1 (cf. 16, p. 266 ITI). Let us observe
that in the classical setting instead of the a priori assumption
r E M(C2", Cl,r) one uses the equivalent one (cf. 16. p. 232 IT, 266 tTl) that
IIL::Z~o D~III = r"'(n) or that r is a Fourier-Stieltjes sequence. At the same
time Theorem 5.1 recovers results of DeVore 110 j, for example.

COROLLARY 6.1. For rEM(C 2".C2,,) one has

Another choice of admissible spaces is provided by X = Li". Y = C2n .

Then. using (cf. 16. p. 2731)

A1(L~". Cl,r) = (V;,,)- := ja E s; a k =}(k).fE L~Tf.

(1/p) + (1/p') = I, Theorem 5.1 delivers results of Pochuev 1291, for example.

COROLLARY 6.2. If r E (L{J. then

6.2. Multivariate Trigonometric System

Now let X 2" be one of the corresponding spaces of functions. 2n-periodic
in each of the N real variables, where, e.g ..

(
1 "" ) 1 I'

I fll p .2":= (2n)\.1 ... 1 " f(u)I
P

du (1 ~ P < (0).

Again Z 2" := X;" denotes the Sobolev space of functions with all
(distributional) partial derivatives up to the order r E iNa belonging to X'"
with I giz

h
:= LI"'I r IID"'gllx,.· Obviously. X 2" is admissible with respect to

Li", je ikU
; k E [Sf. and it follows by classical results of Bochner and Stein
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(cf. 133, p. 255 IT]) that the N-dimensional trigonometric system is Riesz
bounded (cf. (2.13)) in Li" if a > (N - I) I(lip) - (1/2)1. Moreover, in view
of 116,301

(6.3 )

the latter estimate being sharp for p = I (and p = 00). One has the Jackson
inequality (cf. [5, 27, p. 186 IT: 40, p. 79 I)

E,,(g:X2,,)";;'Ap rlgl x", (gEX;,,) (6.4)

and the Bernstein inequality

IP" Ix",,,;;, Cpr II P"

Let the rth (radial) modulus of continuity of f E X 2" be given by

w r (X2,,;f; t):= sup II ~.~ (-Iy-j (~)f(U + jh)11 '
:h 1< ( j ~ (I J x"

and let Lip(X2,,: r; y), 0 < y,,;;, r, be defined by

Again it follows that K(X2" , X;,,;J, t) is equivalent to w r(X2,,;f; t 1!T). so that
(X2,,)w for wet) := (Ir is characterized as Lip(X2,,: r: /) (cf. 14, p. 258 I). In
view of w(t) := tir, <p(P) = p r (cf. (6.4)) one has

w(<p(P))/rp(p) =rl (6.5 )

Therefore (4.3) is satisfied for 0 < y < r. If )I = r. then in view of
Proposition 4.1 and (6.4) condition (4.3) may be dispensed with if
IIS"II,x,,1 = ,'(nr

); this is certainly the case if r > (N - 1)/2 (cf. (6.3)). Hence
by Theorem 5.I(a)

COROLLARY 6.3. Let a> (N - I) I (lip) - (1/2)1, r E 11\. 0 < i''';;' r, and
suppose that r> (N - I )/2 if y = r. Then for r E (Li"f

!ID~llp' = ,)(p;) ¢> r E M(Lip(Li,,; r: y). (C2,,)(I)'

6.3. Jacobi Expansions

With w(e):=(sin(eI2))2£HI(cos(eI2))2btl, a?;;b?;;-1/2. a>-1/2 let
L;:. I ,,;;, p,,;;, 00, be the space of functions for which

l J
I/p

1I/IIp .".:= I'" I/(ew wee) de '.
, (I

:= ess sup I/(e)l.
O<B<"

I ,,;;, p < 00,

p= 00.
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respectively, is finite. Let Cit' C L~: be the subspace of functions, continuous
on 10, Jr I. If the Jacobi polynomial Pia,h), kENo' is given by

I~ I)k . d) k

(l-u)a(I+U)hpia,hJ(U):=\2kk! (~. 1(I-u)kta(1 +u)k+hl

and the modified one pia,h' by

pia,h'(U) := Pia,hl(u)/Pia.hl ( I),

then the sequence Uk; k E 11\0 f.

() '= l I r(k+a+ I)J'(k+b+ ()J 1,2
r ( ) pika ,hJ (COS ())

J k . 2k + a + b + I J'(k + I) J'(k + a + b + I)

=: (hia ,h»)1/2 pia,hJ(COS ()),

is orthonormal in L;f' It follows that the spaces C" and L~. I ~ p < CfJ, are
admissible with respect to L~., Ud, They are also regular, since (2,13) holds
true for a>(2a+I)I(I/2)-(I/p)1 (cf. 134, p.258; 40, p,88j and the
literature cited there). Following Askey, Wainger and Gasper (cf. [11,
Chap. III and the literature cited there I), one may introduce a (generalized)

translation operator T", °~ (j) ~ Jr, via

where ft(J) := .I·~ I((}) Ik((}) w((}) d(} is the kth Fourier-Jacobi coefficient.
For IE Clf or IE L~. I ~ p < 00, one has

II"
lim

() ~() +

Defining convolution of I E L~" gEL;, by

(f * g)((}):= I'~ (T,,J)((}) g(rp) w(rp) drp,
·0

it has the familiar properties

With Dirichlet kernel D n((}) := ) 'Z 0 (hi"·b))l2 Ik((}) one may write

II

(Sn!)((}):= ~ ft(f)/k((}) = (f * Dn)((J)·
k 0

and it follows that (cf. [34, Sects, 9.1, 9.41 j)

Snlll/(:1 ~ i!D II !il.l,=f"(n(1+IL2I) (n ---+ CfJ), (6.6 )

the latter estimate being sharp for p = I (and p = CfJ). For IE L':, one may
introduce a (generalized) modulus of continuity by
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and corresponding Lipschitz spaces by (0 < y ~ 2)

Setting

Z := {g E U:,; there exists G E L~ such that

- k(k + a + b + I) ft(g) = ft(G) for all k E lN o f,

with 1g 17 := II G lip, w it follows that (cf. 1281)

C1K(L~., Z;f, t) ~ wp(f; tl/ 2
) ~ C2K(L~" Z;f, t).

Notice that with L1:= (1/w(8))(dld8)1w(8)(dld8) I

L1PkG.bl(COS 8) = -k(k + a + b + I) PkG.bl(COS 8).

One has the Jackson-type inequality (cf. 15,28.40. p. 871)

305

(6.7)

and for polynomials tn(8) := LZ~o akfk(8) the Bernstein-type inequality (cf.
113,40, p. 90])

Again we only consider the case w(t):= tin, 0 < y ~ 2, so that (L~)w is
characterized as Lip(p, y), Since qJ(n) = n 2 (cf. (6.7)), one has
w( qJ( n))jqJ(n) = n2

-; so that (4.3) is satisfied for 0 < y < 2. If y = 2. then in
view of Proposition 4, I and (6.7) condition (4.3) may indeed be avoided if

IISnll't~J=o(n2) which is certainly the case if a<3/2 (cf. (6.6)). An
application of Corollary 5.2, however, delivers

COROLLARY 6.4. Let a ~ b ~ -1/2, a > ~ 112, a > (2a + 1.) I( 1/2) 
(llp)l, and 0 < y ~ 2. Then for r E M(L~., L;'.), I ~ p, q < 00,

II r(n)II\f(L~J~1 = t"(n;) ¢> r E M(Lip(p, y), (L;")b)'

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A further group of results dealing with multipliers of uniform convergence
on C 2" is concerned with quasi-convex sequences, thus with sequences
r:= 1rk;kEZ~ for which r_k=rkEC and
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y.

'\' (k+I)lrk-2rHI+rk~21<00.
k ()

Again at the end of a long development there IS the following result of
Teljakovskii [351.

THEOREM 7.1. For quasi-convex sequences one has

Thus the intricate term il D~ III in Theorem 1.1 is replaced by r n log n, but
only for the subclass of quasi-convex sequences (every bounded quasi-convex

sequence belongs to M(Ch • C2~)' cf. [6. p. 2491). As is shown in [231. the
following abstract counterpart is available.

THEOREM 7.2. Let X be admissible (with respect to some orthonormal
structure H. ~ fk; kEf) such that (2.13) is satisfied for a = I. Suppose that
the Jackson-type inequality (3.11) and the Bernstein-type inequality (4.4)
hold true for some Z c X and for (I). IjJ subject to (4.3). If r is bounded and
quasi-convex, then (n ---> 00)

Apart from an immediate recapture of Theorem 7.1 (cf. (6.1-6.2)).
Theorem 7.2 now allows new applications to. e.g.. Legendre. Laguerre. and
Hermite expansions (see 123] for the details). Concerning expansions which
satisfy (2.13) only for a > I, one may still establish counterparts of the
sufficiency of Theorem 7.2 (cf. 121,221). but at present the necessity part
remains open (see also [23a I).

.vote added in proof In the meantime. the gliding hump method as presented in Section 4
has indeed been extended to a uniform boundedness principle with rates. This has interesting
applications in connection with the existence ofcounterexamples for direct estimates in approx
imation theory and numerical analysis. For details see W. Dickmeis and R. J. Nessel. A
unified approach to certain counterexamples in approximation theory in connection with a
uniform boundedness principle with rates. J. Appro.':. Theory. in press. In fact. the more
general approach given there does not depend on any orthogonal structures or projection
properties (like (4.18*)).
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